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“
What we are doing is
Mshiigaade – clearing,
opening the path to where
we want to be.

”

IIC Member, Planning session, April 2018
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Executive Summary
Indigenous Institutes are Indigenous-owned and
controlled, community-based post-secondary education
and training institutions. Indigenous Institutes in Ontario
were originally formed in the 1980s and 1990s to meet
the training and post-secondary education demands
of Indigenous communities in the absence of local,
accessible, and culturally-appropriate post-secondary
programming. Indigenous Institutes provide culturally
responsive and safe learning environments making them
first-choice institutions for many Indigenous students
seeking academically rigorous post-secondary education
and applied training grounded in Indigenous ways of
knowing and being. Through a unique range of supports,
Indigenous Institutes provide post-secondary education
and training pathways for many Indigenous students who
would not otherwise pursue further education.

Indigenous Institutes face considerable funding
constraints as they do receive operational or capital
funding and most of the federal and provincial funding
received can only be applied towards developing and
delivering accredited programs in partnership with
colleges and universities. These funding constraints
mean that Indigenous Institutes have developed a wide
array of high quality in demand programs and courses,
but they cannot ensure that they will be offered from
year to year. Indigenous Institutes do not have the
infrastructure to sustain or grow their programs. Instead
or focusing on serving students, too much staff time must
be devoted to researching and applying for grants.

The ultimate goal of the Indigenous Institutes is recognition, which includes secure funding, credentialgranting status, and perceived value. Secure funding is the first priority.
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Achieving Legal Recognition
With the recent passage of the Indigenous Institutes
Act (the “Act”) in 2017, the landscape in Ontario for
Indigenous Institutes has changed. The Act recognizes
Indigenous Institutes as unique and complementary
pillar of Ontario’s post-secondary education system
and support the independence and sustainability of
Indigenous Institutes. The Act creates a framework for
ongoing collaboration between Ontario and Indigenous
Institutes that support a strong, independent Indigenous
Institutes sector. Regulations under the Act commit
Ontario to fund Indigenous Institutes.
As required under the Act, Ontario has recently
committed historic financial investments in the Indigenous
Institutes sector, assisting in providing more stability
to Indigenous Institutes. Ontario’s role in supporting
Indigenous Institutes is now substantially greater than the
federal role. Despite Ontario’s new financial investments
however, the funding gap faced by Indigenous Institutes
is not fully closed. A federal funding framework is also
required. Indigenous Institutes also need federal support
to incoming and future students for long-term predictable
access to programs and courses; community demand for
post-secondary education and training and local labour
needs for qualified personnel continues to surpass the
Indigenous Institutes current capacity to deliver, and
remains an untapped significant source of both sector
and institutional growth. Federal funding, apart from
recent capital investment, has been both small and
narrowly focused on individual program-delivery, rather
than sector growth and sustainability. Canada and the
Indigenous Institutes must now work together to close the
education gap between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
students by ensuring that long-term predictable federal
support is provided.
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Alignment of Goals With the Federal
Government
In its Statement of Principles respecting the Government
of Canada’s relationship with Indigenous peoples, the
Government of Canada has committed to achieving
reconciliation with Indigenous peoples through a
renewed, nation-to-nation, government-to-government
relationship that is based on the recognition of rights,
respect, cooperation, and partnership as the foundation
of transformative change. Through the creation of the
Department of Indigenous Services Canada, the federal
government has committed to an “ultimate goal of
ensuring that the design, delivery and control of services
are led by Indigenous Peoples for Indigenous Peoples”.
Post-secondary education in Ontario is an area in which
“design, delivery and control of services led by Indigenous
Peoples for Indigenous Peoples” is already a growing
reality at Indigenous Institutes. It is an area in which
much can be achieved in collaboration with the federal
government, and one in which Indigenous Institutes
can have a catalyzing role by expanding Indigenous
communities’ capacity for design, delivery and control of
other critical sectors, through post-secondary education
and training.
The IIC’s 2014 position paper to the Ontario Government
titled A Roadmap to Recognition for Aboriginal Institutes
in Ontario (the “Roadmap” ) outlined how the path
to recognition must be supported by the federal
government meeting its fiduciary and treaty obligations
to Indigenous post-secondary education. The IIC is
currently participating in the First Nations Post-Secondary
Education Federal Review, a collaborative First Nationsfederal government review of all existing federal programs
that support Indigenous students who wish to pursue
post-secondary education. As a next step, Assembly of
First Nations Resolution 29/2018 calls on Indigenous
Services Canada to undertake regional processes with
“First Nations and their mandated Institutes of Higher
learning” to develop regionally crafted paths forward for
Indigenous Institutes. Indigenous Institutes are ready to
lead in building Ontario’s regional solutions.
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IIC’s Roadmap to Federal
Engagement
The time is right for the federal government and
Indigenous Institutes to model the true spirit of reciprocity
and reconciliation. The Indigenous Institutes goals as
partners in reconciliation are a shared and supported
long-term vision for Indigenous student success,
enabled by recognized Indigenous Institutes. Ensuring a
long-term, sustainable continuum of supports is created
for students’ skills and talents will lead to positive
outcomes in educational and employment success;
students will find personal purpose, confidence, and
cultural connections in land-based learning; they will
be introduced and supported in reconnecting to their
Indigenous languages and will begin to realize their ability
and responsibility to pass down Indigenous knowledge
to future generations. Indigenous Institutes share the
collective vision for every Indigenous student to find their
path to take their place in the world.

3. The federal government enter a policy co-creation
process with the IIC and the Government of Ontario
should be party to this process, on items of shared
interest. Building on IIC’s successful experience
in policy co-creation with Ontario, this process
should result in defining complimentary roles for
the province and federal government in supporting
a long-term vision for Indigenous Institutes and
Indigenous student success.

The path forward in achieving this vision requires
collaboration between Canada and Indigenous Institutes.
The path can build upon IIC’s recent successes of
working with Ontario and fulfilling the path set out in
the IIC’s Roadmap. The next steps in the roadmap to
reconciliation requires:

The Indigenous Institutes desire to work in partnership
with the federal government to create transformative
change for Indigenous communities. The Indigenous
population in Canada is growing rapidly and if immediate
action is not taken to address the existing education
gaps among Indigenous peoples, this disparity and its
impact will only continue to grow. Culturally responsive
and inclusive education led by Indigenous communities
is the facilitator and solution in improving the health,
social and overall wellbeing of Indigenous communities.
Furthermore, reducing the post-secondary educational
attainment gap between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
peoples is imperative. The financial cost of not taking
action to reducing this gap is estimated at a $216 billion
loss to the Canadian economy. Collective action by
Canada and the Indigenous Institutes is required.

1. The federal government take immediate action
to close the gap between the funding it offers
Indigenous Institutes and their funding from the
Province of Ontario.
2. The federal government take immediate action
to ensure that all Indigenous students who wish
to attend post-secondary education or receive
training are fully funded, ending waiting lists for
post-secondary education caused by federal
underfunding.
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The potential outcomes of a policy co-creation process
with the federal government include reform of the current
federal funding approach for Indigenous Institutes; a
federal-Ontario funding framework to support growth
and development of the Indigenous Institutes sector;
and a legislative basis for federal support of Indigenous
Institutes.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Indigenous Institutes
Indigenous Institutes were originally formed in the 1980s
in Ontario to meet the training and post-secondary
education demands of Indigenous communities in the
absence of local, accessible, and culturally-appropriate
learning pathways. Indigenous Institutes in Ontario are
Indigenous-owned and controlled, community-based
educational institutions. Indigenous Institutes deliver
accredited post-secondary certificate, diploma, degree,
post-graduate and apprenticeship training programs
in partnership with Ontario colleges and universities
to Indigenous students. Indigenous Institutes increase
access to and success in post-secondary education and
training for Indigenous people.
Indigenous Institutes provide culturally responsive and
safe learning environments making Indigenous Institutes
the first-choice for many Indigenous students seeking
academically rigorous post-secondary education and
applied training grounded in an inherently Indigenous
context. Indigenous Institutes provide post-secondary
pathways for many students who would not pursue
post-secondary education and training in the absence of
the unique, wholistic supports and services built into the
fabric of Indigenous Institutes.
Indigenous Institutes primarily serve Anishinabek, Cree,
Haudenosaunee, Oji-Cree and other Indigenous students,
and non-Indigenous students also attend some programs.
The learning environments within Indigenous Institutes
have significantly supported Indigenous student access
and success, while facilitating the continuation and
revitalization of Indigenous practices and customs, and
restoration of individual and community well-being in the
wake of trauma associated with the legacy of Canada’s
residential school system. Due to their varying size,
locations, governance and missions throughout Ontario,
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Indigenous Institutes are uniquely able to connect,
respond, and flexibly adapt to the needs of Indigenous
communities and their students. Providing culturally
relevant and responsive environments results in highly
engaged student learning and unmatched outcomes in
Indigenous student retention and graduation success.
Indigenous Institutes contribute to the continuance
and revitalization of Indigenous practices, customs and
languages, which are essential for self-determination
and for individual and community wellness. Indigenous
Institutes create capacity and a qualified labour force for
Indigenous communities, for Ontario, and for Canada.

1.2 Indigenous Institutes
Consortium
The Indigenous Institutes Consortium (IIC), formerly
known as the Aboriginal Institutes Consortium, is an
incorporated non-profit organization established in
1994 with a mission to secure resources to support
the development of member institutes and to promote
their recognition. The IIC currently represents eight
Indigenous Institutes in Ontario, namely the Anishinabek
Educational Institute, Kenjgewin Teg, Iohahi:io Akwesasne
Adult Education and Training Centre, Ogwehoweh Skills
and Trades Training Centre, Oshki-Pimache-O-Win: The
Wenjack Education Institute (Oshki-Wenjack), Seven
Generations Education Institute, Shingwauk Kinoomaage
Gamig, and Six Nations Polytechnic. The IIC member
institutes are mandated by and serve diverse nations
with multiple languages and traditions. Across their
differences and with mandates flowing from distinct First
Nations Governments, Indigenous Institutes have found
unity and succeeded in building solutions in partnership
with government. Indigenous Institutes are located across
Ontario, as pictured below (Figure 1).
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1A

Indigenous Institutes
1
Anishinabek
Educational
Institute (Nipissing)
1A
Muncey-Delware
Campus
1B
Fort Williams
Campus

2
Iohahi:io Education
and Training Centre
(Akwesasne)

3
Kenjgewin Teg
Educational
Institute
(Manitoulin Island)

4
Ogwehoweh Skills
and Trades Training
Centre (Six Nations
of the Grand River)

5
Oshki-PimacheO-Win: The
Wenjack Education
Institute
(Thunder Bay)

6
Seven Generations
Education Institute
(Kenora)
6A
Fort Francis
Nanicost Campus
6B
Thunder Bay Office

Figure 1: Location of Members (2018), Indigenous Institutes Consortium

7
Shingwauk
Education Trust
(Garden River First
Nation)

8
Six Nations
Polytechnic
(Six Nations of
the Grand River)
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1.3 Funding Challenges
Indigenous Institutes require long-term funding to
become fully sustainable, integral components of
the post-secondary education and training system.
Indigenous Institutes face funding challenges in:
1. Lack of secure operational funding. Indigenous
Institutes primarily rely on annual grant proposals,
which provide unpredictable funding from year to
year. Most grant money does not cover operational
expenses so Indigenous Institutes rely on tuition,
private funding, training contracts, and other
sources, which added together fall short of the
resources public post-secondary institutions can
access. The lack of operational funding affects
Indigenous Institutes capacities to ensure that
courses or whole programs will be offered from year
to year; plan effectively over the short and long term;
hire and retain qualified staff and faculty; acquire
and maintain technology, library and other resources;
provide effective student and ancillary services; and
focus resources on serving students, as seeking out
and applying for grant funding requires substantial
effort.
2. Lack of access to capital grants. Indigenous
Institutes lack access to capital grants that public
post-secondary institutes qualify for. Grant funding
that Indigenous Institutes can access cannot be used
for capital projects. Indigenous Institutes struggle
to build and maintain adequate facilities for their
students, which in turn hamper their ability to grow.
In 2017, Ontario passed the Indigenous Institutes Act (the
“Act”), which recognizes Indigenous Institutes as a unique
and complementary pillar of Ontario’s post-secondary
education system and which supports the independence
and sustainability of Indigenous Institutes. The Act
creates a framework for ongoing collaboration between
Ontario and Indigenous Institutes that support a strong,
independent Indigenous Institutes sector and regulations
under the Act commit Ontario to fund Indigenous
Institutes, which assists in providing more stability to
Indigenous Institutes.
IIC FED ERAL ENG A G EMENT S TR ATEG Y: 2019

Despite the financial investments from Ontario as
required under the Act, the funding gap faced by
Indigenous Institutes is not fully closed. A federal funding
framework is also required. Federal support is essential
for Indigenous Institutes to meet the demand from
incoming and future students for long-term predictable
access to programs and courses; community demand for
post-secondary education and training and local labour
needs for qualified personnel continues to surpass the
Indigenous Institutes current capacity to deliver, and
remains an untapped significant source of both sector
and institutional growth. Federal funding, apart from
recent capital investment, has been both small and
narrowly focused on individual program-delivery, rather
than sector growth and sustainability.

1.4 Design, Delivery and Control of
Services
In its Statement of Principles respecting the Government
of Canada’s relationship with Indigenous peoples, the
Government of Canada has committed to achieving
reconciliation with Indigenous peoples through a
renewed, nation-to-nation, government-to-government
relationship that is based on the recognition of rights,
respect, cooperation, and partnership as the foundation
of transformative change. Through the creation of the
Department of Indigenous Services Canada, the federal
government has committed to an “ultimate goal of
ensuring that the design, delivery and control of services
are led by Indigenous Peoples for Indigenous Peoples”.
Post-secondary education in Ontario is an area in which
“design, delivery and control of services led by Indigenous
Peoples for Indigenous Peoples” is already a growing
reality at Indigenous Institutes. It is an area in which
much can be achieved in collaboration with the federal
government, and one in which Indigenous Institutes
can have a catalyzing role by expanding Indigenous
communities’ capacity for design, delivery and control of
other critical sectors, through post-secondary education
and training.
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The path for Indigenous Institutes achieving recognition
must be supported by the federal government meeting
its fiduciary and treaty obligations to Indigenous postsecondary education. The IIC is currently participating
in the First Nations Post-Secondary Education Federal
Review, a collaborative First Nations-federal government
review of all existing federal programs that support
Indigenous students who wish to pursue post-secondary
education. As a next step, Assembly of First Nations
Resolution 29/2018 calls on Indigenous Services Canada
to undertake regional processes with “First Nations and
their mandated Institutes of Higher learning” to develop
regionally crafted paths forward for Indigenous Institutes.
Indigenous Institutes are ready to lead in building
Ontario’s regional solutions.

Indigenous Institutes require long-term funding focused
on sector growth and sustainability to be an integral part
of the post-secondary system in Ontario. This strategy
highlights how Canada and Indigenous Institutes can
work together to close the education gap between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous students by ensuring
that long-term predictable federal support is provided.
This strategy lays the groundwork for interim strategies
to address the current funding gap experienced by
Indigenous Institutes in providing post-secondary
education in Ontario.

2. Context
2.1 Gap or Opportunity?
The gap between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
educational achievement in Canada is well documented.
The gap exists at all levels of the system, from
elementary school through to post-secondary education.
In 2016, 50% of Indigenous people aged 25-64 in
Canada had a post-secondary qualification, compared to
65% of the total population in this age cohort. The gap is
particularly pronounced for university education, where
only 11% of Indigenous adults held a university degree
in 2016, compared to 29% of the total population. Since
the IIC’s release of the Roadmap in 2014, there has
been incremental progress in Indigenous post-secondary
education attainment however a significant gap persists.
Indigenous education must continue to be a priority in
Canada. The Indigenous population is young and growing
in comparison to the non-Indigenous population. From
2006-2011, the Indigenous population in Canada grew
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by 20.1%, whereas the non-Indigenous population grew
only 5.2%. Almost half of the Indigenous population is
aged 24 and under, compared to just one third of the
non-Indigenous population.
This growing population is facing an economy that
increasingly demands post-secondary qualifications. If
Indigenous youth are unable to achieve success in postsecondary education, a significant opportunity is missing
for them, their communities, Ontario, and for Canada as
a whole. Closing the education and labour market gap
could result in cumulative benefits of up to $400.5 billion
across Canada by 2026 (calculated in 2006), and save an
additional $115 billion in government expenditures. It is
time that the federal and provincial governments embrace
the opportunity that a young and growing Indigenous
population offers for Canada’s economy today and
tomorrow. Investments in post-secondary education for
this demographic is just that: an investment, not a burden
the other level of government should bear.
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2.2 Building on Momentum
In the past decade, much attention has been paid to
closing the education gap for Indigenous students.
Beginning around the mid-2000s, governments,
agencies, and other organizations produced numerous
studies, reports, and initiatives. Indigenous Institutes saw
increased growth and provincial funding improvements,
including multi-year funding from the Ontario Ministry of
Training, Colleges and Universities (MTCU), direct receipt
of funds instead of flowing through partner institutions,
bursary funding, and successful negotiation to receive
100% of tuition for enrolled students instead of splitting
with partner institutions.
Indigenous Institutes are recognized under the Act as
a unique and complementary pillar of Ontario’s postsecondary education system. Regulations under the
Act commit Ontario to fund Indigenous Institutes, which
assists in providing more stability to Indigenous Institutes.
However, Indigenous Institutes still require funding for
operational and capital funding and must be financially
integrated into Ontario’s post-secondary education
system. Both the federal and provincial governments
must see Indigenous Institutes as partners who can
contribute to closing the education gap at all levels of the
lifelong learning continuum so that everyone in Canada
can benefit from the estimated cumulative benefits of up
to $400.5 billion by 2026.

2.3 A Complimentary Pillar to
Mainstream Post-Secondary
Education System
As Indigenous Institutes gain the ability to develop and
deliver their own credentials, they expect to continue
partnering with mainstream colleges and universities to
provide added value to Ontario’s post-secondary system.
As directed by their community governance structures,
the Indigenous Institutes sector intends to nurture
and grow its partnerships across the post-secondary
education and training landscape. Indigenous Institutes
are determined to lead innovation in the post-secondary
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education and training sector by exploring stackable
credentials that will allow their students to demonstrate
the competencies and skills they have developed on the
pathway to full post-secondary education certificates,
diplomas, and degrees. Indigenous Institutes will continue
developing student-focused flexible delivery models while
wholistically applying a systems-lens to students’ life-long
education journey.
Many mainstream universities and colleges have begun
activities or strategies, which have been described as
“Indigenization”. In a 2015 report, the Council of Ontario
Universities describes Indigenization as follows:
“Indigenization involves bringing Indigenous
Peoples, including their diverse cultures, traditions,
knowledge and ways of knowing into all facets
of the university, such as governance structures,
strategic planning, academic programming,
research activity, and student/faculty recruitment.
It is a process that not only affects the institution,
students, and faculty, but also the greater
community.”
This recent movement is consistent with policy direction
set in 1972 by First Nations in Indian Control of Indian
Education, which stated that “Indian people should seek
representation on the governing bodies of institutions
of higher learning. This includes university senates and
boards of governors, as well as the governing councils of
colleges, community colleges and technical schools”.
Indigenous Institutes recognize the efforts and
achievements of Indigenous and non-Indigenous people
working within mainstream colleges and universities
to create a welcoming and supportive environment for
Indigenous students. However, Indigenous modes of
program development, teaching, learning, community
outreach, and cultural support inherent to Indigenous
Institutes are not immediately replicable in a mainstream
institutional environment. While institutional differences
exist, Indigenous Institutes stand ready to offer their
support and wish to work together on increasing
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the number of Indigenous students accessing and
succeeding in post-secondary education and training.
With shared goals for Indigenous learners, Indigenous
Institutes complement the college and university sectors
in Ontario.

2.4 Created and Governed for
Wholistic Learning and Success for
Indigenous Students
Indigenous Institutes are inherently Indigenous – from
staff, to curriculum, to student services – and are
established by, and primarily serve Indigenous
communities across Ontario. Indigenous Institutes offer a
high ratio of Indigenous faculty, with many incorporating
cultural standards and Indigenous knowledge integration
with communities; wholistic learning and success is
achieved with instructional techniques geared towards
Indigenous learning styles, coursework in traditional
languages, deep linkages with other Indigenous
organizations and communities, and with curricula that
includes spiritual, emotional, physical, intellectual learning
and awareness for learners.

Another example is the Early Childhood Education –
Anishinabemowin (ECE-A) program at Kenjgewin Teg,
which is a first-of-its-kind two-year diploma credential
in Ontario that incorporates an Indigenous (Anishinabek)
worldview of children’s learning and development,
aligning localized community values and beliefs that
children are the heart of Indigenous communities. The
ECE-A program was created in full partnership with
Canadore College and represents one example of how
Indigenous knowledge and languages in teaching and
learning contribute to cultural revitalization for every
student’s personal growth.
Such programs can thrive in Ontario’s newly recognized
third pillar in post-secondary education and training. It
is in this way, that students are provided an impactful,
wholistic learning experience.

2.5 Capacity to Increase PostSecondary Education Attainment
for Indigenous Students

Together, these factors create a culturally enriched
learning environment where students report feeling
understood, valued, and affirmed, rather than
marginalized or feeling invisible. These are vital conditions
for Indigenous student engagement and success. In other
words, the difference that Indigenous Institutes offer is
inherently cultural.

Indigenous Institutes in Ontario serve roughly 1,000
students per year. Indigenous Institutes are currently in
the process of developing their shared data capacity to
more effectively measure the impact of the Indigenous
Institutes sector. Indigenous Institutes know that demand
for post-secondary education and training in Indigenous
communities and for qualified personnel in local labour
markets, surpasses their current capacity to deliver
programming.

As an example of culturally infused programming, the
Anishinabek Educational Institute’s Native Community
Worker – Traditional Aboriginal Healing Methods
Program takes an integrated approach to healing and
wellness strategies, emphasizing traditional healing
methods. Students focus on counselling techniques,
cultural studies, and situations that First Nations people
encounter, resulting in graduating students making a
greater impact when working in the field with Indigenous
communities.

Indigenous Institutes in Ontario deliver programming well
beyond the boundaries of their immediate communities
through distance learning, mobile training facilities,
and condensed delivery programs, including in remote
locations. As lifelong places of learning, Indigenous
Institutes’ community-based and blended delivery models
allow both adult and high school students with work,
community and traditional responsibilities, and family
obligations to attain a post-secondary education. They are
a feature of Indigenous Institutes that uniquely positions
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Indigenous Institutes to increase Indigenous postsecondary education attainment. As inherently cultural
places of learning, when students do have to travel for
their studies, Indigenous Institutes often support them
to leave home for shorter periods of time than would
be possible in a mainstream institution, and to be more
successful while away by offering condensed programs,
wrap-around support, and community-connectedness.
Inclusion and recognition of these and other innovative
student success strategies as funded essentials going
forward will lead to even higher rates of student success.
An example of Indigenous Institutes ability to increase
post-secondary education attainment includes Oshki
Pimache-O-Win: Wenjack Education Institute where
students enrolled in the Basic Radiological Technician
Program must reside in a First Nations community and
be employed in the community nursing station or health
centre. The first three phases of the Basic Radiological
Technician Program take place in the student’s home
community with the final phase provided at the OshkiWenjack campus, and graduates are eligible for limited
practice membership in the Ontario and Canadian
Association of Medical Radiation Technologists and
may also become members of the Basic Radiological
Technician Society.

2.6 Capacity to Create Stronger
Indigenous Communities Through
Lifelong Learning
Indigenous Institutes play an important role in linking
Indigenous students to further education pathways.
Many Indigenous students do not follow a typical or
direct path through the education system. Given that
more Indigenous people than non-Indigenous people
do not complete high school, there is a greater need
for programs that offer laddering opportunities, from
the completion of high school to post-secondary.
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Indigenous Institutes have decades of experience in
the re-engagement and retention of adults transitioning
to a post secondary education, particularly for adults
who have community, family and work responsibilities.
Indigenous Institutes serve as an essential and vital
pathway to post-secondary education. Committed to
student success and graduates of PSE, a great majority
of Indigenous Institutes provide innovative academic
upgrading strategies essential in accessing PSE programs
without recognized, integrated financial support.
Examples of lifelong learning that additionally support
students to complete high school within the provincially
recognized Ontario Secondary School Diploma (OSSD)
requirements and bridge into post-secondary studies
include programs provided by Seven Generations
Educational Institute, Six Nations Polytechnic, and
Kenjgewin Teg.

2.7 Transformative Learning
Opportunities
Indigenous Institutes are engaged in a broad range of
programming that transforms the capacities and skills of
Indigenous community members.
For example, an innovative General Arts and Science/
Pre-Archaeology program offered by Iohahi:io Education
and Training Centre was designed in response to
community sensitivity of an archaeological dig site of an
ancient Mohawk village, and the underrepresentation of
Indigenous Archaeologists to do this work. The Iohahi:io
Education and Training Centre hosts the first two years of
the undergraduate program whereby students graduate
from a partner college, St. Lawrence College, with a
diploma in General Arts and then students transfer to
university studies at the State University of New York
(Potsdam) to major in Archaeology.
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2.8 Facilitate Indigenous
Knowledge and Cultural
Sustainability
In addition to providing culturally enriched programs in
the lifelong learning continuum, Indigenous Institutes
offer specific programs on Indigenous knowledge and
languages with the integral support of Indigenous
Knowledge Holders. In this way, Indigenous Institutes
uniquely contribute to the cultural sustainability and
revitalization of the Indigenous peoples and communities
they serve.
An example of which, Six Nations Polytechnic’s Bachelor
of Arts in Ogwehoweh Languages is the first and
only standalone degree accredited and offered by an
Indigenous Institute in Ontario. Following a rigorous
review process and years of planning, the approval of
SNP’s standalone degree made history and changed
the landscape of education in Ontario. Offered in either
Mohawk or Cayuga language, this innovative program
gives students the unique opportunity to obtain a degree
in a Hodinohso:ni language, which can then be used to
further their education, and opens the doors for them
to become teachers, writers, resource creators, and
protectors of their Nation’s Indigenous languages.
Another example of an Indigenous Institute facilitating
Indigenous knowledge and cultural sustainability
is Shingwauk Kinoomaage Gamig’s unique 3-year
Anishinaabemowin (Ojibwe language) degree program
and its Anishinaabe Studies 3-year degree program
currently delivered in partnership with Algoma University.
Once re-located in its new state-of-the-art facility, the
Anishinaabek Discovery Centre, Shingwauk Kinoomaage
Gamig will also introduce digital/online infrastructure
available to other post-secondary institutions in Ontario
allowing further innovative capacity and a platform to
share unique residential school and other research
collections with both Indigenous Nations and Canadians.
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An increasing number of communities, Tribal
Councils, and Nations are steadily proclaiming their
Indigenous languages as their desired first language of
communication. Indigenous Institutes’ programming can
support implementation of an Indigenous Languages
Act in Canada, co-developed with First Nations, that
recognizes Indigenous peoples inherent right to establish
and control educational institutions and provide education
in their own languages.

2.9 Unique Role in Advancing
Reconciliation Efforts
Indigenous Institutes are in a unique position to be a
key partner in broadening Canada’s cultural enrichment,
cultural sustainability, and overall public awareness of
both Indigenous history and Indigenous relations for
future collaborative relationships and public policy.
As one example, the opportunity exists for many if not
all Indigenous Institutes to host public teach-in events to
engage and provide awareness to neighbouring non-First
Nation communities on the Calls to Action of the Truth
and Reconciliation Commissions of Canada’s Final Report,
released 2015. Indigenous Institutes continuously build
and strengthen their ties and relationships to Indigenous
communities’ own and broader public education visions
by virtue of being community governed, thus providing
the opportunity for authentic and direct information,
awareness, consciousness and reconciliation action to
occur.
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2.10 Capacity to Meet Labour
Market Needs, Increase Labour
Market Pool
Indigenous Institutes’ programs connect community
members with employment, building local prosperity.
The economic benefits of enhancing Indigenous access
to post-secondary education and training will be felt
far beyond the boundaries of Indigenous communities.
A 2015 study by the Canadian Centre for the Study
of Living Standards has projected that “the direct
cumulative economic benefits to Canada of closing the
educational attainment gap between 2011 and 2031
could be as large as $261 billion.” Investment to close
the educational attainment gap is win-win for Indigenous
communities and Canada as a whole.
In 2016, the average age of the Indigenous population
was 32.1 years, nearly a decade younger than the nonIndigenous population of 40.9 years. While in Canada
seniors outnumbered children for the first time, 29.2%
of Indigenous people were 14 years of age or younger
in 2016, which is more than four times the proportion of
those aged 65 years or older. Within the overall ageing
population of Canada, the Indigenous working-age
population is growing. The growth of the Indigenous
working-age population is especially significant in rural
and remote communities, in which the principle source of
working-age population growth in Canadian cities through
immigration is far less prevalent.

Access to post-secondary education and training is
vital for preparing Indigenous community members to
take on roles that are essential to local economies and
community wellbeing. The strong connections to local
communities and labour markets means that Indigenous
Institutes can respond quickly and effectively to changing
needs through new program offerings and services,
thereby lowering unemployment rates, and increasing
the number of trained people in our communities developing human capital and contributing to economic
growth.
Examples of current programming offered by Indigenous
Institutes that are connected to local community and
labour market needs include the Seven Generations
Education Institute which offer a variety of programs
and courses designed to help learners obtain the skills
required for entry to college level and technical/vocational
programs by and which have active relationships in the
private sector with companies. Ogwehoweh Skills and
Trades Training Centre (OSTTC) is another leader in
responding to labour market needs by providing provincial
and nationally recognized certified training to increase
the employability of local citizens. The Six Nations
Polytechnic STEAM Academy is also pioneering a new
model of education that offers an integrated high school
and college curriculum focusing on science, technology,
engineering, arts and mathematics where students have
the opportunity to earn both an Ontario Secondary School
Diploma and a two-year College Diploma, and upon
graduation students are able to continue their studies at a
college or university, or enter the workforce with industry
connections, recognized credentials in technology, and
valuable skills.
Indigenous Institutes offer programs that fill local
labour needs and human capital in areas that are
poised to see significant economic growth.
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3. Current Funding Environment for
Indigenous Institutes
Indigenous Institutes rely primarily on four sources of
funding:
1. Partnership agreements with colleges and
universities that provide for the sharing of
revenues such as through tuition and student fees,
provincial operating grants, that are associated
with partnership programs delivered by Indigenous
Institutes;
2. Funding from the Ontario Government delivered
through the Ministry of Training, Colleges and
Universities (MTCU) Student Success Fund which is
currently the largest funding source for Indigenous
Institutes;
3. Funding from the federal governments through the
Post-Secondary Partnerships Program; and
4. Project-based funding through competitive grant
writing, as eligible.
Each of these funding sources will now be examined.

3.1 Partnerships
Indigenous Institutes in Ontario presently partner with
colleges and universities to deliver post-secondary
programming. Many variations currently exist within these
partnerships and/or articulation type of agreements made
between Indigenous Institutes and mainstream colleges
and universities. Many, but not all agreements provide for
negotiated revenue sharing such as tuition and student
fees, and provincial operating grants that are associated
with the programs delivered by Indigenous Institutes.
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With no set framework for how partnerships operate and
significant differences across partnership agreements
in how resources are shared, this source of funding
is inconsistent for long-term sustainable funding for
Indigenous Institutes.

3.2 Federal Funding
The federal government funds post-secondary institutions
for programs serving Indigenous students through the
Post-Secondary Partnerships Program (PSPP), managed
now by Indigenous Services Canada (ISC) and formerly
by Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC). The
PSPP replaced the Indian Studies Support Program (ISSP)
in April 2014 and has since become the main federal
revenue source for post-secondary programs targeting
Indigenous students.
PSPP is by all accounts a small program. In 2017-18, the
PSPP provided $14.3 million nationally, with $4 million
allocated in Ontario. PSPP funding is not exclusively
for Indigenous Institutes as mainstream institutions
also access this competitive funding envelope, a policy
decision introduced with 2014 program changes.
Indigenous Institutes with formal partnership agreements
with recognized mainstream institutions can apply. As
a competitive, proposal-driven program, requirements
further stipulate that successful institutions during one
application cycle should not count on funding being
available to them in future years. As well, the PSPP
program requirements restrict expenditures to those
defined as direct delivery programmatic expenses. As a
result, PSPP funding excludes capital funding, acquisition
of information technology and services, expenses related
to an institutions’ day-to-day operations that are not
related to the submitted program or project, rent, facility
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maintenance, permanent staff salaries, student tuition,
student books and supplies, food, academic research not
related to course development, and daycare.
With a currently stated five-year limit on funding of
individual programs, PSPP applicants must demonstrate
a plan for how the project or program will eventually
become “financially self-sustainable”. Until such time
that new or significant amending policy changes occur
to this funding program, this is generally not possible
for Indigenous Institutes. As presently structured, this
program does not support long-term sustainable funding
for Indigenous Institutes.

3.3 Provincial Funding
The primary mechanism through which Ontario funds
Indigenous Institutes is MTCU’s Student Success Fund. In
Budget 2017, Ontario announced that it would invest an
additional $56 million in Indigenous Institutes over three
years to help the Indigenous Institutes strengthen their
role as part of Ontario’s post-secondary education system
and increase post-secondary pathways for Indigenous
students.
In 2014-15, Indigenous Institutes in Ontario received
$4 million annually through the Student Success Fund.
Budget 2015 committed an additional $5 million for each
of the next two years, bringing the total to $9 million per
year. Budget 2017’s commitments came in the midst of a
path-breaking policy co-creation process between MTCU
and Indigenous Institutes, which is discussed in greater
detail in sections that follow. Budget 2017 noted “historic
investment in the sustainability of Aboriginal Institutes
supports the shared goal of increasing educational
access and opportunity while providing certainty for
Indigenous learners in Ontario.”
Indigenous Institutes continue on the path of developing
a funding framework and administrative approach
collaboratively with MTCU that will move Indigenous
Institutes closer towards equity with universities and
colleges as Ontario’s third pillar of post-secondary
education. The current mechanism used in 2018 to
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provide provincial funding for Indigenous Institutes was
through a Transfer Payment Agreement (TPA) framework,
which is not only administratively burdensome but
also creates cash flow risks that mainstream colleges
and universities do not experience as a result of this
exclusive use of TPA’s for Indigenous Institutes. As such,
collaboratively exploring new funding mechanisms to
meet the growing and emerging needs of Indigenous
Institutes remains a high priority for Indigenous Institutes.

3.4 Closing the Federal-Provincial
Gap
The overall level of funding for the Indigenous Institutes
sector remains insufficient to support sustainability and
growth. As Figure 2 demonstrates, the provincial role
in supporting Indigenous Institutes is now substantially
greater than the federal role and has provided recognized,
temporary stability to Ontario’s recognized Indigenous
post-secondary education sector. Federal funding
through PSPP remains explicitly program-focused,
without acknowledgement of a federal role in supporting
the sustainability and growth for Indigenous Institutes.
As referenced in Assembly of First Nation resolution
14/2017, First Nations will continue to assert, advocate
and protect the inherent and Treaty right to education,
including post-secondary education.
Five Indigenous Institutes are currently undertaking
significant capital projects that will increase their
ability to serve their communities. These projects are
made possible by funding from the federal Strategic
Investments Fund (SIF) delivered to post-secondary
institutions on a competitive basis by Innovation, Science
and Economic Development Canada. While mainstream
institutions had to cost match federal SIF funding,
institutions “accredited by an Aboriginal government”
were eligible for greater support. The federal government
can build on this investment by taking on a true
operational funding role for Indigenous Institutes.
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Figure 2: Indigenous Institutes in Ontario: Federal and Provincial Funding Comparison
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Note: Funding from MTCU includes funding for the Indigenous Institutes Consortium
Overall funding for the Indigenous Institutes sector from
both levels of government is still smaller than the total
budgets of Ontario’s smallest individual colleges and
universities. In 2017, individual budgets for the three
smallest colleges in Ontario ranged from $40-77 million,
and for three individual smallest universities from $31-82
million; in comparison, total government funding for the
Indigenous Institutes sector was $25M as a whole in the
same year.
Indigenous Institutes require greater resourcing to grow
into the role they know they can play. Proposal-based
funding constrains the ability of Indigenous Institutes
to take a longer-term, strategic lens to their operations
and program delivery. Despite the important stabilizing
role of Ontario’s new funding, Indigenous Institutes
cannot provide their incoming and future students with
predictable access to programs and courses.
Ontario and IIC are currently collaborating on an
Indigenous Institutes-led approach for development of
IIC FED ERAL ENG A G EMENT S TR ATEG Y: 2019

a funding framework that supports phased growth. The
work done thus far shows that Indigenous Institutes need
a federal partner at the table with a shared responsibility
for supporting development of the Indigenous Institutes’
third pillar of post-secondary education.
The creation of a more direct, predictable and sustainable
funding environment – one that strengthens Indigenous
Institutes’ capacity with increased and stable investments
– is necessary and would help address many of the
challenges that Indigenous Institutes face. The Province
of Ontario and Indigenous Institutes have made strides in
this direction in 2017-18. Indigenous Institutes are now
reaching out to the Government of Canada. There is an
opportunity to reach more Indigenous students, improve
Indigenous post-secondary education outcomes, and
support Indigenous Institutes to set and implement the
Indigenous Institutes priorities, respond to local labour
market needs, and build capacity within Indigenous
communities for a prosperous future.
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3.5 Indigenous Student Funding
Indigenous students require comprehensive funding to
access post-secondary education and training, whether
they choose an Indigenous Institute or a mainstream
college or university.
The federal government supports Indigenous postsecondary education primarily by funding status First
Nation and Inuit students enrolled in eligible postsecondary programs. Funding for students flows through
the Post-Secondary Student Support Program (PSSSP).
Canada announced in Budget 2017 increased funding to
the PSSSP by $90 million over two years. Canada is also
in the process of undertaking a review with Indigenous
partners of all current federal programs that support
Indigenous students who wish to pursue post-secondary
education and training. This includes PSSSP, a program
urgently in need of reform and increased funding.
A recent Chiefs of Ontario study found “the combined
impact of a federal policy change in 1989 that modified
the funding to a closed envelope, and the 2% funding
cap in 1996, has led to a decrease in the number of
students funded, as well as the creation of long waiting
lists of thousands of First Nation students unable to
secure funding”. Additionally, “as a result of INAC’s
failure to address the chronic underfunding and its own
mismanagement of the program, there are 18.3% less
First Nations students receiving federal funding for higher
education since 1997”.
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PSSSP forces some First Nations communities to manage
scarcity. Insufficient program funding and increased costs
of post-secondary education have resulted in long waiting
lists within Indigenous communities and increased
disappointment, frustration, and wasted potential
amongst those who do not receive funding. While
Canada’s increased investment in PSSSP is laudable,
funding remains insufficient and does not meet the need
of Indigenous peoples. As the Indigenous population
continues to grow, Canada has an opportunity to ensure
support for Indigenous access to post-secondary
education and training. Doing so will yield benefits for
Canada at large.
In the context of chronic federal underfunding for First
Nations post-secondary students, important progress
has been made at the provincial level in student financial
assistance. A series of changes to the provincial Ontario
Student Assistance Program (OSAP) have made the
program more open and useful for First Nations students.
First Nations students have historically not turned in great
numbers to provincial student financial aid. In the past,
assistance was principally loan-based, which is a feature
many in Indigenous communities do not accept as it is
inconsistent with their treaty right to education.
While provincial reforms are welcome and Indigenous
Institutes will continue to work with Ontario on their
implementation, Indigenous Institutes require the federal
government to meet its obligations to Indigenous students
and a mechanism to ensure that all students are fully
funded. The position is further supported by the Assembly
of First Nations resolution 29/2018 that was passed in
July 2018 following the collaborative Post-Secondary
Education Review, which calls on the federal government
to extend and expand current funding commitments to
address unmet need.
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4. The Opportunity: Student Success
Through Indigenous Design, Delivery
and Control
Indigenous Institutes have served and graduated
thousands of Indigenous students from communities
across Ontario, many of whom would not have otherwise
pursued or attained post-secondary education without
the support of Indigenous Institutes. Indigenous Institutes
are ready to partner with the federal government to take
their legacy of success to the next level, to build on their
existing capacity, serve more students across more
diverse programming, and work to close the education
and economic gap.

funding mechanisms as fundamental areas of concern
with respect to federal funding for First Nations in
general, and post-secondary funding in particular. In a
2018 report, the Auditor General found that Indigenous
Services Canada and its predecessor departments
overstated on-reserve First Nations students’ secondary
school graduation or completions rates by up to 29
percentage points and did not distinguish between
diplomas and completion certificates, which may not be
recognized by post-secondary institutions.

The gap between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
educational achievement in Canada is well documented,
but the opportunity exists to change these results in
the post-secondary sector through Indigenous design,
delivery and control with Indigenous Institutes. Although
Canada’s post-secondary education attainment rate is
higher than the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) average, the reality exists such
that post-secondary education attainment for Indigenous
people continues to lag. Indigenous Institutes can play a
significant role in Ontario’s advancement and progress in
changing this current outcome for Indigenous students.

While Indigenous students will continue to pursue postsecondary qualifications within the existing environment,
the Indigenous population in Canada continues to grow
rapidly and if further action is not taken to address the
existing education gaps among Indigenous peoples, this
disparity and its impact will only continue to grow. The
cost of not taking action is too great as it is not only the
$216 billion loss to the Canadian economy noted by the
Canadian Centre for the Study of Living Standards, but
also lost opportunity for the health, cultural, and socioeconomic wellbeing of Indigenous communities for many
generations ahead.

Ontario’s Indigenous Institutes are also well positioned
to support and begin positive action in collaboratively
addressing findings of the Auditor General over the past
decade regarding Indigenous post secondary education.
In 2004, the Auditor General of Canada called on the then
Department of Indian and Northern Affairs to “immediately
develop and implement a comprehensive strategy and
action plan, with targets, to close the education gap.” In
2011, the Auditor General repeated this call, noting that
insufficient progress had been made since 2004, citing
an inadequate legislative framework and inappropriate
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4.1 Achieving The Vision:
Collaboration With The Federal
Government
Indigenous Institutes are the federal government’s natural
partner in realizing Indigenous control in the sphere
of post-secondary education and training. Together,
Indigenous Institutes and the Government of Canada can
co-create a pathway based on promising practices that
emerged from the process Indigenous Institutes used
with the Government of Ontario.
Since their initial inception in the 1980s and 1990s,
Indigenous Institutes have consistently demonstrated
their student-success vision that has guided them to this
point in post-secondary education. Today, this collective
vision for Indigenous students remains even stronger and
is stated as:
IIC Collective Vision for Indigenous Students
A sustained and supported continuum of
supports for students’ skills and talents will
lead to outcomes of meaningful educational and
employment success. Students will find cultural
connections in land-based learning, be introduced
and supported in connections to their Indigenous
languages and will begin to realize their ability
and responsibility to pass down their cultural
knowledge and language to future generations.
Indigenous Institutes will continue building on
their successes in becoming exemplary culturally
safe spaces for lifelong learning where students
will have multiple points of access and innovative
pathways to barrier-free post-secondary education
and training. Our collective vision for every
Indigenous student is that they find their path to
take their place in the world.
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This vision is also articulated and expressed in both
national and international voices supporting Indigenous
post-secondary education control, and the rights
of Indigenous students to receive an education in
their culture, language, and worldview. The Truth
and Reconciliation Commission, the United Nations
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and
the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples all provide
similar, consistent frameworks of achievable next steps
for the federal government to proceed.

4.2 The Truth and Reconciliation
Commission
In 2015, The Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC)
issued its final report and 94 Calls to Action, many of
which address or are linked to the role of education in
advancing socioeconomic and cultural reconstruction
in the wake of multi-generational harm caused by
residential schools. Several TRC Calls to Actions focus on
education as an instrument of reconciliation:
•

#7 calls on the federal government to develop
a “joint strategy to eliminate education and
employment gaps”.

•

#10 calls on the federal government to “draft
new Aboriginal education legislation with the full
participation and informed consent of Aboriginal
peoples. The new legislation would include a
commitment to sufficient funding”

•

#11 calls on the federal government “to provide
adequate funding to end the backlog of First Nations
Students seeking a post-secondary education.”

•

#16 calls upon “post-secondary institutions to create
university and college degree and diploma programs
in Aboriginal languages.”
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The federal government has committed to implementing
the TRC’s Calls to Action. IIC members share a firm
commitment to the TRC’s Calls to Action and understand
that a robust system of Indigenous controlled postsecondary education and training for Indigenous peoples
will be a key determinant of successful implementation
and advancing reconciliation.
Indigenous Institutes are rooted in advancing truth and
reconciliation. For example, Shingwauk Kinoomaage
Gamig is developing an Anishinaabek Discovery Centre
located on the former site of the Shingwauk and
Wawanosh Indian Residential Schools (1874-1970),
which allows closer realization of Chief Shingwaukonse’s
(1773-1854) vision to create a “Teaching Wigwam”
to provide culture-based education to Anishinaabe
(First Nations, Métis, Inuit) students. The Anishinaabek
Discovery Centre will integrate teaching and learning
using state-of-the-art library, archives, and gallery
that will become a unique repository for Anishinaabecreated information and Anishinaabe-related research
and scholarship. The importance and commitment
of actionable steps toward truth and reconciliation in
Canada was reaffirmed through the Assembly of First
Nation’s Resolution #21/2018 “Support for Shingwauk
Kinoomaage Gamig’s Anishnabek Discovery Centre
(National Chiefs’ Library).”

4.3 UNDRIP
In May 2016, Canada announced that it is a full supporter
without qualification of the United Nations Declaration
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP), and that
it intended to fully implement UNDRIP in Canada. In
partnership with Indigenous Peoples, the Government
of Canada is now moving ahead with a review of all
federal laws, policies, and operational practices to
correct past injustices, bring about a better quality of
life for Indigenous Peoples, and meet its obligations to
Indigenous Peoples under UNDRIP, including those related
to education.
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Article 14 of UNDRIP describes the right of Indigenous
peoples to establish and control their educational
systems, and declares that states will, together with
Indigenous peoples, take measures to enable Indigenous
individuals to have access to an education in their own
culture, and provided in their own language. Indigenous
Institutes share a commitment to UNDRIP implementation
and are natural partners in implementing Article 14 in a
post-secondary context.

4.4 Royal Commission On
Aboriginal Peoples
The necessity for actualizing Indigenous control
of education was reflected in 1996 by the Royal
Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, which noted that:
“We see Aboriginal self-governance in education applying
to Aboriginal education institutions at all stages of life
from early childhood on. Elementary and high schools,
Aboriginal colleges and universities would all function
as part of an integrated system of lifelong education”
and that, “Education is a core element of jurisdiction in
Aboriginal self-government. Aboriginal people must have
the opportunity to exercise self-governance in education.”
These findings align with direction from Indigenous
communities and the continued path of Indigenous
Institutes.

4.5 First Nations Policy Direction
Indigenous Institutes have their origins in First Nations’
policy direction for education, a foundational articulation
of which is found in the 1972 National Indian Brotherhood
(now the Assembly of First Nations) policy paper, Indian
Control of Indian Education. This paper concluded that
Indigenous people must “reclaim our right to direct the
education of our children.”
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Updated and re-released by the Assembly of First
Nations in 2010 as First Nations Control of First Nations
Education the vision outlined by Indian Control was an
important impetus leading to the founding of Indigenous
Institutes. This vision is woven into the fabric of
Indigenous Institutes and reflected in their mandates and
missions by educating community members in a manner
designed and delivered by Indigenous people, Indigenous
Institutes build confidence, skills, personal grounding, and
knowledge-of-self for a successful future.
First Nations political leadership in Ontario recognizes
indigenous Institutes’ role as vital national infrastructure.
As outlined in a 1998 All Chiefs Resolution: “The
Chiefs in Assembly have long recognized Aboriginal
controlled post-secondary institutions as a foundation
for exercising the inherent right of self-government”. As
has been expressed for decades, First Nation political
leadership in Ontario continue to voice the special,
constitutional relationship Indigenous Peoples have with
the Government of Canada – one that is recognized and
affirmed in section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982.
As a 2017 Chiefs of Ontario post-secondary education
policy paper argues: “Federal and provincial governments
should officially and publicly acknowledge the section
35 inherent, Aboriginal and treaty rights of First Nations
to fully-funded, culturally-relevant First Nation-controlled
post-secondary education systems”.

4.6 Current Federal Direction
In its Statement of Principles respecting the Government
of Canada’s relationship with Indigenous peoples, the
Government of Canada has committed to achieving
reconciliation with Indigenous peoples through a
renewed, nation-to-nation, government-to-government,
relationship that is based on the recognition of rights,
respect, cooperation, and partnership as the foundation of
transformative change.
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In October of 2017, Prime Minister Trudeau announced
the federal government’s intention to replace Indigenous
and Northern Affairs Canada with two distinct
departments: The Department of Crown-Indigenous
Relations and Northern Affairs, and the Department of
Indigenous Services (ISC). ISC’s mandate and overarching
goal is to improve the delivery of services to Indigenous
peoples by placing delivery within a framework of
Indigenous control:
“Through Indigenous Services Canada, the Government
will work with Indigenous partners to:
•

Close the quality of life gap between Indigenous
Peoples and non-Indigenous people.

•

Improve the quality of distinctions-based services for
First Nations, Inuit and the Métis Nation, including on
issues of housing, education, health care and access
to clean drinking water.

•

Work with Crown-Indigenous Relations and Northern
Affairs Canada in support of the ultimate goal
of ensuring that the design, delivery and control
of services are led by Indigenous Peoples for
Indigenous Peoples.” [emphasis added]

Post-secondary education in Ontario is an area in which
design, delivery and control of services led by Indigenous
Peoples for Indigenous Peoples is already a growing
reality at Indigenous Institutes. It is an area in which
much can be achieved in partnership with the federal
government. Together Indigenous Institutes and the
federal government can have a catalyzing role, building
post-secondary education and training infrastructure
within Indigenous communities to solidify capacity for
Indigenous control through all policy and service sectors.
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5. Recognition and Emerging Role of
Indigenous Institutes in Ontario
5.1 Background
In October 2014, the IIC submitted its position paper,
A Roadmap to Recognition for Aboriginal Institutes
in Ontario to the Government of Ontario. This paper
articulated the unique contributions that Indigenous
Institutes make to the post-secondary education and
training landscape, goals for achieving recognition,
sustainable funding, credential granting, and vision for the
future for Indigenous students. It outlined the possibility
of following a path of joining the public system or of
achieving separate and equitable status.
In response to the IIC’s position paper, in June 2015,
MTCU announced the Government of Ontario’s
commitment to develop a stand-alone policy to recognize
Indigenous Institutes. This commitment marked the
beginning of a transformative and historic journey leading
to the recognition of Indigenous Institutes as a key pillar
in the Ontario post-secondary education and training
landscape in a manner aligned with the second potential
path outlined in 2014: toward separate and equitable
status.

5.2 The Road Travelled: The CoCreation Process to Formally
Recognize Indigenous Institutes
In Budget 2016, the Ontario Government confirmed
it would engage with “Indigenous and postsecondary
education partners to create a policy for Aboriginal
Institutes and better define their place within the
postsecondary education sector”. That same year, the
MTCU Minister’s mandate letter contained the directive to
“Continue to engage with Aboriginal Institutes, Indigenous
partners and the postsecondary sector to develop a
framework that supports Aboriginal Institutes”.
In December 2016, the IIC and MTCU jointly struck
a Policy Co-Creation Table (PCCT) to develop the
stand-alone Indigenous Institutes policy. The PCCT
was composed of senior representatives from MTCU,
individual Indigenous Institutes, and the IIC. IIC
representatives included staff from Indigenous Institutes,
lawyers, Chiefs and experts from Indigenous communities
that supported the vision. The PCCT oversaw the
development of the policy and made decisions based on
consensus.
Four working groups, each with specific areas of policy
focus, supported the PCCT: legal and recognition,
quality assurance and credential granting, funding, and
engagement. Each working group was composed of
subject matter experts from the Indigenous Institutes,
Indigenous communities, and MTCU. There was extensive
collaboration and information sharing between the
working groups to ensure a cohesive and meaningful
policy development process. The working groups
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brought recommendations forward to the PCCT, which
approved them in-principle prior to consideration by
each respective governance structures of the Ontario
Government and First Nations.
This path-breaking process involved almost 25 meetings
in 2016-2017, many of which were full-day, and which
were attended by multiple MTCU Assistant Deputy
Ministers, with periodic visits from the MTCU Minister,
Deputy Minister and as well at times from Chiefs.
There were bumps along the road, but the relationships
developed between Indigenous Institutes and government
officials helped all to see the process through to a
successful conclusion.
An essential outcome of the PCCT process was the
culmination of joint direction to develop legislation on
Indigenous Institutes as a key pillar within Ontario’s
post-secondary education and training landscape. This
legislation, the Indigenous Institutes Act, 2017 (See
Appendix C) was jointly developed by both MTCU and
the IIC and had widespread support of First Nations
communities across the province.
Notably, through the legislation, MTCU and the IIC brought
Ontario closer to realizing implementation of Article 14 of
UNDRIP in a post-secondary education context. In April
2018, the IIC became a registered Indigenous Peoples
Organization (IPO) with the United Nations and delivered a
written statement to the United Nations Permanent Forum
on Indigenous Issues on progress toward implementation
of Article 14 in a post-secondary education context in
Ontario (See Appendix B).
The IIC has identified the following success factors
as contributing to the positive outcomes of the PCCT
process:
•

The PCCT process could be described as a “civil
servant-to-civil servant” or “technician-to-technician”
process, with experts on both the First Nations and
Government sides working together and reporting
back to their political principals on shared solutions.
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•

Commitment to the process by Indigenous Institutes,
ministry officials, First Nation political leadership, and
Ontario political leadership was crucial.

•

IIC updates supported Indigenous Institutes to
share information with boards, First Nations political
leadership and communities to ensure common
understanding and continuing support.

•

First Nations political leadership support was critical
throughout the process and was demonstrated
through support letters and resolutions. First Nations
leadership reconfirmed support for legislation
toward the latter phases of the PCCT process, which
confirmed for Ontario that Indigenous communities
desired legislation.

•

A third-party facilitator, with clear communication
protocols, and financial resources from government,
guided the PCCT process.

•

The IIC appointed community members, experts, and
elders to participate in the process.

•

Senior MTCU civil servants participated in meetings
and as a result had an on-going first-hand
understanding of the process’s inner workings and
developed relationships with Indigenous Institutes
and IIC representatives.

•

Regularly scheduled touch-points for IIC and senior
MTCU civil servants between PCCT meeting intervals
kept work on track and provided a channel to
address challenges as they emerged.

•

Guiding principles for decision making were
established, backed by the development of mutual
respect and trust.

The journey that Indigenous Institutes have taken with
the Province of Ontario shows what can be done through
cooperation and partnership.
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5.3 Legislative Structure Recognizing Indigenous Institutes in Ontario
On December 14th, 2017, the Indigenous Institutes
Act, 2017 (the “Act”) received royal assent and became
Ontario law.
This historic legislation affirms Ontario’s commitment to
reconciliation and to working with Indigenous Institutes
as an Indigenous pillar of post-secondary education and
training in Ontario, alongside publicly supported colleges
and universities. The Act also specifically acknowledges
UNDRIP and the right of Indigenous peoples to establish
and control their educational systems and institutions, in
their own languages, and in a manner appropriate to their
cultural methods of teaching and learning.
The Act supports and enables Indigenous self-governance
in both administrative and academic aspects of
post-secondary education by empowering Indigenous
Institutes to grant the full range of academic credentials
from certificates, to diplomas, to degrees, that are truly
independent of mainstream institutions and within
a rigorous Indigenous-controlled quality assurance
framework. To do so, the Act states that the Minister
of Training, Colleges and Universities shall recognize
an Indigenous-controlled and governed entity as the
“Council”. The functions of this Council are to review
applications for and approve new credentials that will
be offered by Indigenous Institutes; to establish quality
assurance processes for the purpose of approving those
credentials; to recommend new Indigenous Institutes to
the Minister for the purpose of funding post-secondary
education and training; and to outline a framework by
which Indigenous Institutes could be approved by the
Council to use the term or be deemed a university.
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In April 2018, Ontario Regulation 239/18 was filed under
the Act, recognizing the Indigenous Advanced Education
and Skills Council (IAESC) as the Council for the purposes
of the Act. With the IAESC recognized under the Act,
Indigenous Institutes will be positioned to deliver quality
assured programs to their students that have been
shaped by Indigenous Knowledge Keepers and scholars
and that are recognized within Ontario’s system of
post-secondary education and training.
Regulation 239/18, also confirms that Indigenous
Institutes “shall receive regular and ongoing operating
funding from the Government of Ontario for the
purposes of providing post-secondary education and
training”. Ontario’s legal recognition of Indigenous
Institutes as part of the province’s publicly assisted
post-secondary education and training system represents
a major milestone in Indigenous communities gaining
greater control of their own education systems. This
is a significant step in advancing reconciliation with
Indigenous peoples through post-secondary education.
The structure of the Act, through which the Minister has
recognized the functions and authority IAESC, which is an
independent Indigenous entity, may provide a promising
model for advancing Indigenous control in other policy
and service sectors. Indigenous Institutes believe this
model can inform the work of Indigenous Services
Canada and Crown-Indigenous Relations and Northern
Affairs Canada as they pursue “the ultimate goal of
ensuring that the design, delivery and control of services
are led by Indigenous Peoples for Indigenous Peoples”.
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6. Continuing The Journey
Indigenous Institutes’ goals for a comprehensive
Indigenous-controlled post-secondary education and
training system are aligned with the federal government’s
stated intention of supporting services for Indigenous people
designed, delivered and controlled by Indigenous people.
The cost of doing nothing is high:
•

The life expectancy for Indigenous people remains
about 10 years lower than for the non-Indigenous
population (71 years compared to 81 years).

•

21 per cent of Indigenous people in Ontario aged
25-64 live with low incomes versus 13 per cent for
the non-Indigenous population.

•

The Indigenous suicide rate for male youth ages
1-19 is 30 per 100,000 people; for female youth
ages 1-19, the rate is 26 per 100,000; these rates
for Indigenous youth are well over twice Canada’s
national rate of 11 per 100,000 population.

Education is a facilitator and solution in reversing
currently dismal Indigenous socio-economic indicators.
Without action, startling gaps in wellbeing for Indigenous
people will continue to perpetuate. Indigenous Institutes
support students to find purpose, cultural identity and
confidence, and gain skills to succeed in, and develop
local economies. Indigenous post-secondary education
can steer a new course.
The long term vision of Indigenous Institutes for
recognition as outlined in the IIC’s 2014 Roadmap now
requires engaged, committed federal support in the
continued advancement of three priorities:
1. Member Indigenous Institutes achieving recognition
through annualized, secure sources of funding;
2. Member Indigenous Institutes achieving recognition
from Indigenous people, employers, governments
and the public as integral components of Ontario’s
post-secondary education system; and
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3. Member Indigenous Institutes achieving recognition
through stakeholder engagement in policy and
value added post-secondary education program
development, offering recognized credentials.
Indigenous Institutes are confident that working with
Indigenous Services Canada, a new approach by which
the federal government can meet its fiduciary, treaty
responsibility to fund First Nations post-secondary
education while making vital investments in the skills
and human capital of Indigenous peoples, benefiting the
economy at large and supporting our communities on a
new track to prosperity can be achieved.
The current First Nations Post-Secondary Education
Federal Review, in which the IIC is participating and to
which the federal government is party, has highlighted
the importance of region-specific approaches. Assembly
of First Nations Resolution 29/2018 Calls on Industry
Services Canada to begin:
“Processes to work directly with First Nations and their
mandated Institutes of Higher Learning on a regional
basis, in order to develop core Institute funding models,
address the historical lack of funding, move towards
accreditation and ensure that First Nations without
Institutes have access to the resources required to bring
post-secondary programming into their community.”
Indigenous Institutes are ready to lead in the development
of regional solutions. Indigenous Institutes have built
important pre-conditions for successful collaboration
with the federal government: a positive, foundational
relationship with Ontario to further advance education
reconciliation, widespread Indigenous community support
from key political organizations within this post-secondary
landscape, and continued commitment by Indigenous
Institutes to collectively reach the next step together in
the shared vision for student success.
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Indigenous Institutes have achieved a legislative
framework that defines who provincially-recognized
Indigenous institutes are; how additional institutes could
be recognized for funding purposes; and processes
for recognized credential quality assurance, within a

framework of Indigenous control. These core steps in
defining the parameters of a provincial, regional solution
are complete, creating a strong foundation for federal
collaboration and advancement of a shared, common
agenda for self-governing Indigenous communities.

6.1 A Roadmap to Reconciliation
As partners in reconciliation with the government of Canada, the Indigenous Institutes advance the following roadmap
as actionable and achievable steps toward an Ontario-specific approach for building a prosperous Indigenous pillar of
post-secondary education:

Recognized Indigenous
Institutes

Partners in Reconciliation:
Our Shared Objective

Supported Long-Term
Vision for Indigenous
Student Success

Reform of Current
Federal Funding
Approach

Potential Outcomes
of Co-operation

Fed-Prov Funding
Framework Supporting
Growth
Legislative Basis for
Federal Support

Immediate
Federal Actions

Current
Foundations

Close Fed-Prov
Funding Gap for
Indigenous Institutes

Enter a Regional Policy
Co-creation Process with Ontario
Indigenous Institutes

Progress with Ontario:
Indigenous Institutes Act and
New Funding Support
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Fund all Indigenous
Students: End
Waiting Lists

Our Institutes’ Growing
Capacity to Serve
Community Need
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6.2 Recommendations
To achieve this roadmap to reconciliation, the Indigenous
Institutes advance the following recommendations:
1. The federal government take immediate action
to close the gap between the funding it offers
Indigenous Institutes and their funding from
the Province of Ontario.
Matching Ontario funding should be a first step
on a path to the federal government becoming an
important funder of Indigenous Institutes, grounded
in its treaty and fiduciary responsibility. This also
means expanding the uses of funding beyond
program delivery, re-profiling federal funding as a
flexible envelope from which Indigenous Institutes
can strategically develop this sector for growth.
2. The federal government take immediate action
to ensure that all Indigenous students who
wish to attend post-secondary education
or receive training are fully funded, ending
waiting lists for post-secondary education
caused by federal underfunding.
As Indigenous Institutes develop it is essential that
their students be funded to attend post-secondary
education and training. The federal government must
meet its responsibility to fund all Indigenous students
to attend post-secondary education, whether they
choose to do so at an Indigenous Institute or at a
mainstream college or university that meets their
needs.
3. The federal government enter a policy
co-creation process with the IIC and the
Government of Ontario should be party to this
process on items of shared interest. Building
on the IIC’s successful experience in policy
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co-creation with Ontario, this process should
result in defining complimentary roles for the
province and federal government in supporting
a long-term vision for Indigenous Institutes
and Indigenous student success.
Indigenous Institutes vision for recognition requires
federal involvement and support. The federal
government has a fiduciary, treaty responsibility to
fund Indigenous post-secondary education. Ontario
has an important role in funding as well as in
overseeing and regulating quality and standards in
post-secondary education. The potential outcomes
of a policy co-creation process with the federal
government include reform of the current federal
funding approach for Indigenous Institutes; a federalOntario funding framework to support growth and
development of the Indigenous Institutes sector; and
a legislative basis for federal support of Indigenous
Institutes.
The goal of Indigenous Institutes as partners in
reconciliation is a supported long-term vision for
Indigenous student success, enabled through culturally
responsive education provided by recognized Indigenous
Institutes.
Indigenous Institutes look forward to building a new future
for Indigenous post-secondary education with Canada.
The cost of not taking action is too high. The educational
attainment gap between Indigenous and non-Indigenous
peoples in Canada continues to damage the Canadian
economy while holding back the health, cultural, and
socio-economic wellbeing of Indigenous communities.
Together Indigenous Institutes and the federal
government can steer a new course, build community
capacity, and advance reconciliation.
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7. Appendices
Appendix A: Members of Indigenous Institute Consortium (2018)
Institute Name

Site Visit Date

Anishinabek Educational Institute

www.aeipostsecondary.ca

Kenjgewin Teg

www.kenjgewinteg.ca

Iohahi:io Education and Training Centre

www.akwesasne.ca/education/iohahiio-educationtraining-center/

Ogwehoweh Skills and Trades Training Centre

www.osttc.com

Oshki-Pimache-O-Win: The Wenjack Education
Institute (Oshki-Wenjack)

www.oshki.ca

Seven Generations Education Institute

www.7generations.org

Shingwauk Kinoomaage Gamig

www.shingwauku.ca

Six Nations Polytechnic

www.snpolytechnic.com

Appendix B: IIC Written Statement to the UN Permanent Forum on
Indigenous Issues, April 2018
Who We Are

Indigenous Control of Indigenous Education

The Aboriginal Institutes Consortium is comprised of nine
First Nation owned and operated institutes of advanced
education and training located in Ontario, Canada.

In alignment with Article 14 of the Declaration, First
Nations in Canada have a long history of asserting the
right to establish and control our own education and
post-secondary education systems:

We increase access to, and success in post-secondary
education and training for our people.

•

In 1971, First Nations presented the federal
government with a visionary policy paper entitled
Indian Control of Indian Education, asserting that “we
must reclaim our right to direct the education of our
children.” (Pg. 3)

•

In 1998, Chiefs representing Ontario’s 133 First
Nations affirmed “… Aboriginal controlled postsecondary institutions as a foundation for exercising
the inherent right of self-government.” (All Chiefs
Resolution 98/16)

We contribute to the continuance and revitalization of our
practices, customs and languages essential for selfdetermination and for individual and community wellness.
We create capacity and a qualified labour force for our
communities and Ontario, Canada.
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Canada and Ontario have similarly found that support
for Indigenous-controlled education and postsecondary education systems and institutions is vital:
•

•

In 1996, Canada’s Royal Commission on Aboriginal
Peoples found that: “Education is a core element of
jurisdiction in Aboriginal self-government. Aboriginal
people must have the opportunity to exercise
self-governance in education.” (Pg. 412)
A 2005 Ontario review of the province’s postsecondary education system found that: “Government
should provide new funding to Aboriginal Institutes
and work with them and other institutions on ways
to improve their capacity to deliver high-quality
postsecondary programs.” (Pg. 64)

Progress on Implementation of Article 14 of
the Declaration in Ontario
Today I am pleased to report on important progress
that has been made toward implementation of Article
14 of the Declaration at the post-secondary level in the
Province of Ontario, Canada.
In 2014, the Aboriginal Institutes Consortium submitted
a position paper, The Roadmap to Recognition, to the
Government of Ontario.
This paper outlined our vision to be funded through an
equitable funding structure and to become a recognized,
separate yet equal part of the post-secondary education
system empowered to grant credentials.
Ontario said “yes” to our vision and collaborated in the
development of the historic Indigenous Institutes Act, 2017.
This achievement was made possible by a first-of-itskind, inclusive and innovative policy co-creation process
between Aboriginal Institutes and the Government of
Ontario that can serve as an exemplar model to other
jurisdictions.
This new legislation recognizes our Institutes as a
sector – a third and Indigenous pillar of post-secondary
education and training in Ontario in addition to publiclysupported colleges and universities.
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This means that, as Aboriginal Institutes, we will deliver
programs shaped by our Indigenous Knowledge Keepers
and scholars for our learners that are quality assured by
an Indigenous controlled advanced education and skills
council that we envisioned in our roadmap to recognition
for our institutes.
Our programs will reflect our Knowledges, cultures,
languages, cosmologies, and epistemologies.
The Act contains an acknowledgement of the Declaration.
Its preamble states:
“The Government of Ontario acknowledges that the
United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples recognizes the right of Indigenous peoples to
establish and control their educational systems and
institutions providing education in their own languages,
in a manner appropriate to their cultural methods of
teaching and learning.”
We are moving forward one step at a time to effectively
fulfill our vision of a separate yet equal Indigenous Pillar
of post-secondary education.
Key to this success has been close collaboration with
provincial government officials based on mutual trust,
respect and strong goodwill who took a bold jump
forward to support and act on our vision. The engagement
of our learners, communities and leaders throughout this
process was integral.
In August 2016, the Government of Canada took an
important step in the right direction and confirmed to the
United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues
that Canada was a full supporter of the Declaration
without qualification and that it intended nothing less than
to adopt and implement the declaration in accordance
with the Canadian Constitution.
We look forward to collaborating with the national
Government of Canada to build-up our nations and to
support our Indigenous right to establish and control our
own education and post-secondary education systems.
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While we have made important progress on funding with
Ontario, we look forward to taking the next vital step
with Canada in support of a framework for recognition
and resourcing at for our Indigenous-controlled postsecondary education institutions.

to promote the revitalization of Indigenous knowledge,
cultures and languages.

Meegwetch, Nia:wen, Merci, Thank you.

“Council” means the entity recognized as the Council
under subsection 2 (1); (“Conseil”)

Appendix C: The Indigenous
Institutes Act, 2017 (Full Text)
Preamble
The Government of Ontario affirms that it is committed to
reconciliation with Indigenous peoples.
The Government of Ontario acknowledges that the United
Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
recognizes the right of Indigenous peoples to establish
and control their educational systems and institutions
providing education in their own languages, in a manner
appropriate to their cultural methods of teaching and
learning.
In Ontario, Indigenous Institutes are Indigenous governed
and operated community-based education institutions
that are mandated by and accountable to Indigenous
communities.
Indigenous Institutes primarily provide accessible
post-secondary education and training, and pathways
to further learning primarily to Indigenous students in a
culturally safe environment.

Definitions
1 In this Act,

“Minister” means the Minister of Advanced Education
and Skills Development or such other member of the
Executive Council as is designated under the Executive
Council Act to administer this Act; (“ministre”)
“prescribed” means prescribed in the regulations.
(“prescrit”)

Recognized Council
2 (1) Subject to subsection (2), the Minister shall, by
regulation, recognize an Indigenous controlled and
governed entity as the Council, which may,
(a) provide recommendations to the Minister regarding
which Indigenous Institutes should be prescribed for the
purposes of receiving funding under section 6;
(b) provide approval, in accordance with section 4, to
Indigenous Institutes to grant diplomas, certificates and
degrees; and
(c) provide approval, in accordance with section 5, to
Indigenous Institutes to use the term “university” and any
derivation of it.

Indigenous Institutes provide education framed by
Indigenous knowledge and languages, worldviews and
Indigenous ways of knowing and living, and represent one
pathway among others for Indigenous communities and
students to achieve their educational visions and goals.

Conditions precedent on Minister recognition
of Council

Recognizing that Indigenous Institutes play a unique
role in the post-secondary education system of Ontario,
the Government of Ontario and Indigenous Institutes
have come together, in the spirit of reconciliation,
mutual respect and mutual accountability, to enhance
educational opportunities for Indigenous students, and

(a) establishes a quality assurance board and the
standards and benchmarks the Council must apply in
assessing Indigenous Institutes; and
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(2) The Minister shall only recognize a Council under
subsection (1) if the Council,

(b) establishes, and undertakes to maintain, standards
regarding the interests of students at Indigenous
Institutes.
30
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Not Crown agency
(3) The Council is not a Crown agent and shall not hold
itself out as such.

Approval by Council to use the term
“university”

Board appointments by Lieutenant Governor
in Council

(2) The Council may approve an Indigenous Institute to
use the term “university” or any derivation of it if the
Council determines that the Indigenous Institute meets
the prescribed criteria.

(4) The Lieutenant Governor in Council may appoint not
more than two individuals to the board of directors of the
Council for a fixed term specified in the appointment.

Prescribed by Minister to use the term
“university”

Memorandum of understanding

(3) If the Council informs the Minister of an approval,
the Minister shall make a regulation indicating that the
Indigenous Institute has been approved.

3 The Council and the Minister shall enter into a
memorandum of understanding governing their
relationship and containing such terms as may be
mutually agreed upon by the parties.

Approval by Council to grant diplomas,
certificates or degrees
4 (1) The Council may approve an Indigenous Institute
to grant a diploma, certificate or degree, if the quality
assurance board has recommended that the Council do
so after the quality assurance board has,
(a) used the standards and benchmarks established
by the Council to assess the institutional capacity and
program quality of the Indigenous Institute; and
(b) identified any conditions with which the Indigenous
Institute shall comply in order to adequately protect the
interests of students.
Post-secondary Education Choice and Excellence Act,
2000
(2) Section 2 of the Post-secondary Education Choice and
Excellence Act, 2000 does not apply to an Indigenous
Institute approved under subsection (1).

Regulation — eligibility criteria
5 (1) The Minister may, with the agreement of the
Council, make a regulation prescribing the criteria that
an Indigenous Institute must meet to be approved by the
Council to use the term “university” or any derivation of it.
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Post-secondary Education Choice and Excellence Act,
2000
(4) Section 3 of the Post-secondary Education Choice and
Excellence Act, 2000 does not apply to an Indigenous
Institute approved under subsection (2).

Funding of Indigenous Institutes
6 The Minister may make a regulation prescribing the
Indigenous Institutes that shall receive regular and
ongoing operating funding from the Government of
Ontario for the purposes of providing post-secondary
education and training.

Audits and reports
7 (1) The Council shall,
(a) appoint one or more public accountants licensed
under the Public Accounting Act, 2004 to audit the
accounts, trust funds and transactions of the Council at
least once a year;
(b) provide a financial report annually in such form and
containing such information as the Minister and the
Council may determine; and
(c) make any reports prepared under clauses (a) and (b)
available to the public.
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Same

Existing aboriginal or treaty rights

(2) An Indigenous Institute prescribed under section 6
shall,

8 For greater certainty, nothing in this Act shall be
construed so as to abrogate or derogate from the
protection provided for the existing aboriginal and treaty
rights of the aboriginal peoples of Canada as recognized
and affirmed in section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982.

(a) appoint one or more public accountants licensed
under the Public Accounting Act, 2004 to audit the
accounts, trust funds and transactions of the Indigenous
Institute at least once a year;

Regulations

(b) provide a financial report annually in such form and
containing such information as the Minister and the
Council may determine; and

9 The Minister may make regulations, in consultation with
the Council, providing for such matters as the Minister
considers advisable for the purposes of the Act.

(c) make any reports prepared under clauses (a) and (b)
available to the public.

10 OMITTED (PROVIDES FOR COMING INTO FORCE OF
PROVISIONS OF THIS ACT).
11 OMITTED (ENACTS SHORT TITLE OF THIS ACT).
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